
Whitnash Primary School 
Learning, growing and succeeding together  

Year 6 Homework Menu – The United Kingdom.  

 

1 point 2 points 5 points 10 points 

History/English 

Create a fact file/character study 

of someone famous from the UK. It 

can be anybody: an actor or 

actress, a singer, a historian, a king 

or queen…etc.  

History 

Create an illustrated timeline to 

show the history of the UK (who 

ruled and when) or the history of 

someone famous from the UK. 

Geography 

Try to draw a map of the UK. Can 

you label on it the seas, the capital 

cities, the mountain ranges and at 

least 5 other cities or towns?  

Maths 

Create a UK themed board game 

and questions to play in class. It 

must involve maths calculations 

involving space to answer in the 

questions. 

Art/Computing 

         Make a front cover for your 

      UK section of your topic book. 

On the computer, you may 

want to use publisher or 

word or something. Then find 

out facts about the UK - 

create a PowerPoint presentation 

or poster.  

DT/Art 

 

Research a famous artist from the 

UK.  

Produce a piece of art in the same 

style.  

History/ English 

 

Write a newspaper report about  

a current topic in the UK.  

 

English 

 

Create a short presentation for 

the class on an aspect of the UK 

that interests you. 

 

History 

Find out about the Royal Family. 

Can you create a family tree of the 

Royal Family? Maybe include 

pictures of each person too!  

 

Art/ English 

Paint a picture of a famous 

monument in the UK. Explain why it 

is so famous. 

 

 

 

 

Art 

Make a 3D model of a monument in 

the UK.  

History/English 

Look at animals and wildlife in the 

UK.  

Can you prepare a report or fact 

file to share what you have found?  

Art 

Design a flag to represent you. 

Write about it and explain how it 

represents you.  

History/RE 

Find out about the 4 different 

Patron Saints. Who were they? 

Why are they famous? Can you 

write their story? Can you draw or 

paint a picture of them?  

Science/ English 

Find out about the UK and the 

different countries and maybe the 

symbols or traditions for each 

country. Decide on an interesting 

way of presenting your findings. 

 

Design and Technology 

Bake your own UK themed cake, 

cookies or biscuits.  They could be 

themed like our flag!  Write the 

recipe in your homework book.   

 


